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Andrzej Biela

THE PROGRAM-SUBSTITUTION IN ALGORITHMIC 
LOGIC AND ALGORITHMIC LOGIC WITH 

NON-DETERMINISTIC PROGRAMS

This note presents a point of view upon the notions of program
substitution which are the tools for proving properties of programs of 
algorithmic logics [5], [3] being sufficiently strong and universal to com
prise almost all previously introduced theories of programming, and the 
so-called extended algorithmic logic [1], [2] and algorithmic logic with non- 
deterministic programs [4].

It appears that the mentioned substitution rule allows us to exam
ine more deeply algorithmic properties of terms, formulas and programs. 
Besides the problem of Post-completeness and structural completeness of 
algorithmic logics strengthened additionally by the rule of substitution is 
raised.

For i e {1, 2, 3}, Li denote the language defined in [3], [1] and [4], 
respectively. In turn, T, F, S, F Si, F STi, F SFi are sets of classical terms, 
open' formulas, substitutions, programs, terms and program-formulas re
spectively.

By Ei we denote the set of all elementary formulas. We put Ati = 
V0 U {1,0} U (Ei C F). By Car we denote the consequence operations 
of the algorithmic logics defined in [3], [1], [4] respectively. We shall write 
X H instead of a e Car (X) and X = 0 will be omitted.

Let g be any one-one mapping of the set V U V0 into V U V0 such 
that g(V) C V and g(V0) C V0. It is clear that any such napping can be 
extended to an endomorphism g' defined on T U F. If s is a substitution 
and f is a mapping from T into T and from F into F, then by f(s) we 
denote the substitution obtained from s by exchanging all expressions of 
the form xk, Tk, aj, aj by f (xfc), f (rk), f (aj), f (aj), respectively.
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eg is the set of all endomorphism on F such that e(1) = 1, e(0) = 0 
and e(sQ(Ti,. ..,rn)) = g'(s)e(g(Ti,... ,tJ) for every q(ti, .. ,,rn) & Ej nF 
and s & S.

For any e & eg, let eg be an endomorphism on F such that eg (a) = 
g(a) for every a & V0, and eg(a) = e(a) for every a & Atj — V0.

For any program K and any function e & eg we define Kg as follows: if 
K = [X1/ti ,. . . ,Xn/Tn ,ai/ai ,. . . ,am /am ] then Kg = [g(Xl)/g, (T1), . . . ,g(Xn)/g'(Tn), 
g(ai)/eg (ai),... ,g(am) /eg (am); if K is one oftheform ◦[MN ], V[JMN ], *[JM ], 
[MUN], then Kg is of the form o[MgNg], *[eg(J)MgNg], *[eg (^)M®], [MgU 
Nge] respectively to the language Li.

Let eg be an endomorphism on FSFj satisfying the following condi
tions: e(a) = eg(a) for every a & F, eg(Ka) = Kpgeg(a),eg(UKa) = 
U*Fg(a), eg(e(ri,..., rn)) = eg(x(^(ti, ..., rn))) for i = 1, eg(^a) = 
3g(x)eg(a) for i & {2, 3}. Then for i = 3, we put eg(0 Ka) = 0 Kpgeg(a), 
eg(Vxa) = Vg(x)eg(a) and eg(DKa) = DKggeg(a) for any D & {V, V^, 
vn, V, MJ, 40}.

For any expression w, V(w) denotes the set of all variables of w. For a 
couple of functions < f, f' > such that f : TUF TUF, f restricted to V0 is 
one-one mapping from V0 into V0, f' : F F and for every a & FSPj such 
that V (a) n Vo = {ai,...,«m} we put sa = [f (ai)/f/^j,.../(am) / / '(am)]. 
If V(a) n V0 = 0, then we put sa = [ ]. Further we shall say that s'' is 
designated by < f, f' >.

For any e & eig we define eg as follows:

eg(a) = e(a) for a & F and
f sx(a)eg(a) for i = 1

eg (a) = < for a & FSFj — F
[ saeg (a) for i & {2, 3}

A function e defined on FSFj is called a program-substitution (e & ej) 
if e = eg for some g and e & eg.

Lemma 1. For every open formula a and program-formula p and for every 
e & ejg, s & S the following properties hold:
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a. g(Vo) n V(e(E n F)) = 0,

b. sgeg (a) = eg (sa),

c. If Vo n V(a) C V(p), then s'"eg (a) = e(a) where s'"' is designated by 
<g,e>,

d. For every y G FSFi and for every y G V, if y G V(y), then g(y) G 
V(eg(Y)).

Theorem 1. Algorithmic logic is closed under program-substitution, i.e. 
e(CAiRi (0)) Q CAiRi (0) for every e G E1.

By r* we denote the substitution rule, that is, < {a},p>G r* iff p = 
e(a) for some e G Ei. Let R* = RiU{r*}. Obviously, CAiR*(0) = CAiRi(0). 

Lemma 2. For every a, p G FSFi and e G Eig: if V(a) n V0 Q V(p), then 
Fj s (eg(a) — saeg(a) for i G {2, 3} and for i = 1 instead V(a), sa we 
must write V(x(a)), sx(a), where s1,sa,sx(a) are designated by <g,e>.

Theorem 2. For every e G El and a, p G FSFi: Fj e(a• p) — (e(a) • e(p)) 
for • G {^, •, +} and Fi e(~ a) e(a).

Theorem 3. The consequence car is Post-incomplete.

A rule r is called structural if < e(X), e(a) >G r for every sequent 
< X, a > G r and e G Ei.

For i = 1 we introduce the notion of algorithmic structural com
pleteness which slightly differs from the known examination concerning 
the property of structural completeness [6]. If X C FSFi and K G FSi, 
then by K X we shall denote the set of all formulae of the form K a for any 
a G X.

For any D C FS1 we shall say that the rule r is D-admissible in a 
consequence C if for every < X, a > G r and K G D, KX C C(0) implies 
Ka G C(0).

If D = S, then instead of saying that the rule r is S-admissible we 
shall say that the rule r is program-admissible.

Now we define the set J C FSF1 as follows: a G J iff there exists an 
open formula p such that F1 a — p.
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A rule r is finitary if for every < X, a > e r the set X is finite and 
X U {a} C J. We shall say that the consequence C in L1 is algorithmically 
structurally complete if every structural, finitary and program-admissible 
rule r of C is derivable in it.

Theorem 4. The consequence Ca1r* of algorithmic logic is algorithmi
cally structurally complete.

For i e {2, 3}, the problem of algorithmic structural completeness is 
open.
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